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Summary: 
The giant impact hypothesis of lunar origin predicts        

that the Moon formed from a debris disk created by a           
giant impact, but the details of the impact are actively          
debated. Some of the proposed models of lunar origin         
predict that the disk would have initially been rich in          
silicate vapor. Lunar seeds could have grown by        
accreting silicate droplets once the disk cooled.       
However, these lunar seeds may inspiral to the        
proto-Earth due to vapor-induced drag before reaching       
lunar mass, potentially failing to form a large moon.         
This problem may be avoided if lunar seeds could         
grow quickly via the streaming instability (SI) before        
falling to Earth. Here, as a first step, we investigate          
whether the SI can form lunar seeds quickly in         
vapor-rich disks. Our numerical simulations suggest      
that the SI could operate in the proto-lunar disk under          
certain conditions, which may offer a pathway to form         
a large Moon in vapor-rich disks. As a next step, we           
will determine the lunar seed size formed by the SI to           
estimate their residence time in the disk. 

Introduction:  
The origin of the Earth’s Moon is a long-standing         

open problem. It has been proposed that the Moon         
formed from a partially vaporized disk generated by an         
impact between the proto-Earth and a Mars-sized       
impactor [e.g., 1, 2, 3]. This model has been favored          
because it can explain several key observations,       
including the mass of the Moon and the angular         
momentum of the Earth-Moon system. However, this       
“canonical” hypothesis faces a major challenge: the       
canonically-predicted disk is primarily made of      
impactor material, which presumably had different      
isotopic ratios from those of the Earth, in contradiction         
to measurements showing that Earth and the Moon are         
isotopically nearly identical [e.g., 4]. To solve this        
issue, a number of modified impact hypotheses have        
been suggested as discussed below.  

The Fast-spinning Earth model [5] involves a       
smaller impactor colliding with a rapidly-rotating      
proto-Earth. While this model does predict a       
proto-lunar disk composed mostly of Earth-originating      
material, successfully accounting for the Earth-Moon      
isotopic ratio match, it also predicts an Earth-Moon        
angular momentum three times higher than the       
observed value. 

The half-Earths model [6] assumes that the        
proto-Earth and impactor were roughly the same mass,        

each half that of modern Earth. This model        
successfully predicts the matching isotopic ratios as       
well, but, similarly to the fast-spinning Earth model, it         
predicts an angular momentum of the Earth-Moon       
system 2-2.5 times greater than the observed value. 

The magma ocean model [7, 8] proposes that the         
resulting disk would be formed primarily from       
proto-Earth-originating material if the Earth’s surface      
was covered by a magma ocean at the time, thereby          
explaining the matching isotopic ratios. 

The multiple-impact model [9] takes a different       
approach, instead postulating several impacting bodies      
of various masses, velocities, and impact angles. This        
freedom in impact geometry allows for more       
Earth-originating material to enter the proto-lunar disk,       
again potentially solving the isotopic ratio problem. 

Finally, certain very high energy and high angular        
momentum impacts can create a post-impact structure       
called a synestia, in which the disk is connected to the           
proto-Earth. The whole system is vigorously      
convecting, and therefore any pre-existing isotopic      
difference would be erased  [10]. 

As many of these models are able to potentially         
explain the observed features of the Earth-Moon       
system, including the isotopic similarity, a new way of         
differentiating them is needed. We propose that the        
solid/liquid to vapor mass ratio, Z, of the        
Moon-forming disk can be a strong constraint on lunar         
origin. Each model predicts a different Z value; for         
example, the canonical model predicts that Z ≈ 4.0–9.0         
(liquid-rich) [11, 12], the fast-spinning Earth model       
predicts Z ≈ 0.1–0.4 (somewhat vapor-rich) [12], and        
the half-Earth and synestia models predict Z < 0.1         
(very vapor-rich) [12]. 

In vapor-rich disks, silicate liquids move at       
Keplerian velocities, while the large amount of vapor        
moves at sub-Keplerian velocities. This causes the       
silicate particles to experience a strong headwind, lose        
angular momentum, and fall towards the central body.        
Our calculations suggest that the radial inspiral       
timescale for a few kilometer-sized lunar seeds is        
around a day, much shorter than the lunar formation         
timescale of ~100 years [13]. This mechanism was        
originally proposed as a serious problem for planet        
formation in the protoplanetary disk [e.g., 14]. Thus,        
the kilometer size acts as a “barrier” to lunar         
formation, meaning that a vapor-rich disk (i.e. a disk         
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with low-Z) may not be able to form the Moon by slow            
and gradual growth. 

To model this situation accurately, we must include        
the effect of the streaming instability (SI) [15, 16]. The          
SI causes solid/liquid particles that are coupled with        
the vapor to experience fast concentration into clumps,        
followed by a gravitational collapse. In this way, they         
may be able to condense into a large object quickly          
enough to bypass the kilometer-sized barrier and resist        
inspiralling, allowing disks with higher vapor      
compositions to form lunar seeds. Here, we investigate        
for the first time whether streaming instability would        
operate in the Moon-forming disk and explore its        
parameter space. 

Model: 
We use the Athena astrophysical MHD simulation       

software [17, 18] to model the proto-lunar disk at         
various gas-particle mass ratios. While the proto-lunar       
disk is a three-dimensional problem, due to the        
computational expense and the exploratory nature of       
our investigations, we have restricted the simulations       
to only two dimensions for now. 

The primary parameters we vary in addition to Z         
are the Stoke’s number τf and the pressure gradient         
parameter Δ, across plausible values for the proto-lunar        
disk. τf is a dimensionless number measuring the         
mutual drag force between the gas and particles and is          
related proportionally to particle size. Δ measures the        
strength of the headwind on orbiting particles,       
nondimensionalized by the sound speed and the       
Keplerian velocity. 

Results: 
Figure 1 shows a map of the streaming instability         

over the τf —Δ parameter space at Z = 0.1. Each lattice           
point represents a single simulation with the       
corresponding configuration. The red and grey points       
represent where the SI is be present or absent,         
respectively. Both regimes overlap with the area in        
parameter space containing the proto-lunar disk      
configuration, as indicated by the blue shadow; thus,        
our calculations indicate that SI could operate in the         
proto-lunar disk under certain conditions. 

We will further investigate the size distribution of        
lunar seeds formed by SI, to identify whether this         
mechanism can form lunar seeds that are large enough         
to bypass the km-size barrier in the Moon-forming disk         
without falling towards Earth quickly. 

Figure 1: Each point represents a single simulation;        
red points show signs of the SI and grey ones do not.            
We measure this by the SI criterion, ρp > 9Ω2 / 4πG            
where ρp is the final particle density and Ω is the           
Keplerian angular frequency [19]. The black line       
represents a rough boundary between the SI and        
non-SI regimes, and the blue area shows the possible         
configurations of the proto-lunar disk. 

 
Figure 2: Two examples of disk simulation results at Z 
= 0.1. In the left panel (τf = 1.0, Δ = 0.1), local surface 
density is large enough to facilitate the SI, whereas in 
the right panel (τf = 0.1, Δ = 0.5), the density does not 
reach the criterion, and thus no SI occurs. The vertical 
direction, z, is parallel to the Earth’s spin axis, and H is 
the scale height. The color shows the particle density 
normalized by the initial gas density at the midplane. 
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